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Magnetic spin structures in epitaxial BiFeO3 single layer and an epitaxial BaTiO3/BiFeO3

multilayer thin film have been studied by means of nuclear resonant scattering of synchrotron

radiation. We demonstrate a spin reorientation in the 15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] multilayer compared

to the single BiFeO3 thin film. Whereas in the BiFeO3 film, the net magnetic moment ~m lies in the

(1–10) plane, identical to the bulk, ~m in the multilayer points to different polar and azimuthal

directions. This spin reorientation indicates that strain and interfaces play a significant role in

tuning the magnetic spin order. Furthermore, large difference in the magnetic field dependence of

the magnetoelectric coefficient observed between the BiFeO3 single layer and multilayer can be

associated with this magnetic spin reorientation. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913444]

The coupling between magnetic and ferroelectric orders,

known as magnetoelectric (ME) effect,1 attracts growing in-

terest in science and technology due to the rich fundamental

physics behind the phenomenon and its promising applica-

tion potential.2,3 Control of magnetization without the need

for a magnetic field offers possibilities for novel ME mem-

ory and spintronic devices1–4 with reduced energy consump-

tion and higher speed. Many new multiferroic materials with

coupled (anti-)ferromagnetic and ferroelectric orders have

been discovered recently,5–7 however, there are very few

systems with ordering temperatures above 300 K. In most

cases, these are BiFeO3-based multiferroics, in which the fer-

roelectric and antiferromagnetic transition temperatures are

TC � 1150 K and TN � 640 K, respectively. It has long been

known that BiFeO3 has a G-type canted antiferromagnetic

structure. A net magnetic moment arising from this canted

spin structure is averaged out to zero due to the spin cycloid

(62 6 2 nm period) propagating along the [110] direction; its

spin rotation plane is (1–10), as established by neutron dif-

fraction.8,9 Using the same technique, it has been demon-

strated by B�ea et al.10 that this cycloidal spiral modulation is

suppressed by high epitaxial strain in thin films.

Furthermore, the magnetic spin structure of BiFeO3 films is

sensitive to minor changes in its crystal structure arising

from a varying degree of strain relaxation, depending on the

substrate material11 and orientation.12

Recently,7 we have demonstrated a remarkable magne-

toelectric response in BaTiO3/BiFeO3 composite thin films

and multilayers, where the value of the magnetoelectric

coefficient aME reaches 20.75 V/cmOe, comparable to the

highest value reported in literature.13 We have also

correlated the magnetoelectric coefficient of BaTiO3/

BiFeO3 multilayers grown at different oxygen partial pres-

sures to oxygen vacancies and antiphase octahedral rota-

tions.14 The saturation magnetization of the multilayer film

consisting of 15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] is substantially larger

than that of the single-phase BaTiO3 and BiFeO3 films.

Additionally, it was shown by Toupet et al.15 that the mag-

netization in such multilayers increases with an increasing

number of interfaces in the superlattice. As the magnetic

properties of BiFeO3 are highly dependent on the changes

in strain, a detailed study of the local magnetic structure in

such multilayer films is critically important.

In this letter, on the one hand, we report on the determi-

nation of the local magnetic spin structure of a BiFeO3 film

and a 15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] multilayer by means of nuclear

resonant scattering (NRS) of synchrotron radiation and dem-

onstrate that the BiFeO3 layer has different magnetic spin

structures in the single film compared to the multilayer. On

the other hand, the crystal structure and strain state in the

films are studied using x-ray reciprocal space maps (RSMs).

We demonstrate that the magnetoelectric response of these

thin films strongly depends on the variations of strain and on

the presence of interfaces. This local information helps to

understand the relationship between the magnetic spin struc-

ture in BiFeO3 layers and strain-mediated magnetoelectric

coupling in multilayers.

The 500 nm-thick BiFeO3 thin film (referred to as the

“thin film”) and 15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] multilayer with

the double layer thickness of 14 nm (referred to as the

“multilayer”) were grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD)

both on single-crystalline SrTiO3 (STO) (001) and

SrTiO3:0.5% Nb (001) substrates. A KrF excimer laser was

used to grow films at a substrate temperature of 680 �C and

oxygen partial pressure of 0.25 mbar. For more details of the
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PLD growth, film structure, magnetic and ferroelectric

response of the films, see Lorenz et al.7,14 The crystalline

structure and elastic strain of the films used for NRS were

characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a

PANalytical X’pert PRO MRD with parabolic mirror (Cu Ka

line focus) and a PIXcel3D detector with variable channel

number. Figure 1 shows RSMs around the symmetric (002)

and asymmetric (�103) STO substrate peaks, together with

the weaker thin film and multilayer peaks, respectively.

From the vertical alignment (i.e., close by qk [110] values)

of the film and substrate peaks, the in-plane lattice match can

be deduced. The BiFeO3 thin film grown on STO is nearly

in-plane lattice matched, while the lack of vertical alignment

of (�103) film and substrate peaks in case of the multilayer

indicates the relaxation of its lattice. The sharp peaks of the

multilayer indicate its higher crystalline quality as opposed

to the pronounced horizontal and vertical peak broadening in

the BiFeO3 film due to higher tilt mosaicity and variation of

lattice constants.

The superlattice periodicity creates multilayer satellite

peaks, visible up to the fourth order. A superlattice period

LBiFeO3þBaTiO3¼ (13.9 6 0.7) nm is obtained from L¼ k/

(2Dh�cos hB), where k is the X-ray wavelength, Dh is the

angular separation between two adjacent satellite peaks (i.e.,

vertical direction in the RSMs), and hB is the Bragg angle of

the zero-order satellite peak. Consistent thickness values of

6.1 nm (BaTiO3) and 7.7 nm (BiFeO3) were obtained from

scanning transmission electron microscopy cross sections14

in which an excellent stacking of BaTiO3 and BiFeO3 layers

is evident.

The local magnetic spin structure in non 57Fe-enriched

BiFeO3 layers was investigated at room temperature using

NRS in forward scattering geometry, known as nuclear for-

ward scattering (NFS),16 at the nuclear resonance beamline

(ID18), European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF).

The interference patterns were collected in grazing incidence

geometry at a fixed angle of 0.2� (the beam direction ~k is indi-

cated in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)). A high-resolution monochroma-

tor with 1 meV bandwidth was tuned to the nuclear resonance

energy 14.413 keV of the M€ossbauer (MB) transition in 57Fe.

Because of the large bandwidth compared to typical hyperfine

splittings (�10 neV), the synchrotron X-ray beam impinging

on the sample coherently scatters in forward direction via ex-

citation of all hyperfine nuclear levels with the characteristic

lifetime of the 57Fe MB transition (141 ns). The delayed re-

emitted photons are collected as a function of time and as a

result of the minor relative differences in their energy

(�10�12 eV), an interference pattern is obtained (see Fig. 2),

which reveals at the atomic level the magnetic moment struc-

ture and chemical environment. Since, in case of 57Fe, the

hyperfine field is antiparallel to the magnetic moment of the

atoms, the NFS time spectra contain direct information about

the orientation of the Fe magnetic moment, which is not avail-

able through conventional M€ossbauer spectroscopy.

The measured time decay spectra for the thin film and

the multilayer are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), clearly

revealing that the beat patterns are different for the multi-

layer and the thin film. To extract the chemical and magnetic

structure of BiFeO3 layers, a model was applied to the meas-

ured time spectra. The fittings (also shown in Figs. 2(a) and

2(b)) were done based on the dynamical theory of nuclear

resonant scattering with the program package CONUSS.16,17

In this model, the polar angle h is defined as the angle

between the sample normal, i.e., the [001] crystallographic

direction and the magnetic moment ~m, see Figs. 2(c) and

2(d). The azimuthal angle u defines the in-plane rotation of

the magnetic moment, i.e., the angle of the ~m projection in

the sample plane with respect to the [110] direction.

The same model was applied to fit both spectra. During

the fitting, two types of chemical states (sites) of Fe were

FIG. 1. XRD reciprocal space maps

around symmetric (002) (a) and (c),

and asymmetric (�103) (b) and (d)

reflections of typical BiFeO3 film and

15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] multilayer sam-

ples, as indicated. The BiFeO3 film is

grown in-plane lattice matched, as the

vertical alignment of film and STO

(�103) peaks in (b) show. The RSMs

of the multilayer (c) and (d) show

superlattice peaks. BFO stands for

BiFeO3 and BTO for BaTiO3.
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taken into account. The main site, appearing as a single com-

ponent, is attributed to the BiFeO3 phase with hyperfine

fields of 49 T and 49.5 T and isomer shift values of 0.4 mm/s

and 0.33 mm/s for the thin film and the multilayer, respec-

tively. The second site with zero isomer shift and a smaller

hyperfine field of 24 T is ascribed to the magnetic Fe site

formed in the proximity of the surface and/or interface due

to the breaking of the crystal symmetry in BiFeO3. The iso-

mer shift values are given relative to the second Fe site. As

the number of interfaces increases for the multilayer, the

fraction of this site increases from 5% in the thin film to 15%

in the multilayer. The isomer shift reflects the electron den-

sity in the vicinity of the 57Fe nucleus, and therefore the va-

lence states of Fe in the films. From the similarity in the

hyperfine fields and isomer shifts values associated with the

different Fe sites in the film and multilayer, we can conclude

that there is no substantial difference in the electronic configu-

rations of these Fe atoms. Furthermore, based on the hyperfine

parameters, a valence state of Fe3þ was determined both in

the thin film and multilayer. These values of hyperfine param-

eters are in good agreement with conventional M€ossbauer

studies performed by Lebeugle et al.,9 Sando et al.,11 Tanaka

et al.,18 and Prado-Gonjal et al.19

The only parameters which differ between the thin film

and the multilayer are associated with the orientation of the

magnetic moment, i.e., the h and u angles. Figures 2(c) and

2(d) show the orientation of the magnetic moment in the

single film and multilayer, respectively. In the thin film, the

in-plane angle u¼ 0�, implying that ~m lies in the (1–10)

plane, i.e., the plane of spin-rotation in bulk BiFeO3 accord-

ing to Lebeugle et al.9 However, a spin reorientation occurs

in the multilayer, see Fig. 2(d), and the magnetic moment

does not belong to the spiral (1–10) plane, which might be

an indication of the spin spiral suppression. The results are

in line with the work of Sando et al.,11 where it is shown that

the bulk-like spiral spin structure in BiFeO3 films is

suppressed when the lattice mismatch between BiFeO3 and

substrate exceeds 1% Moreover, it has been demon-

strated20,21 that BiFeO3 films grown on STO substrate are

pseudomorphic (fully strained) when their thickness is less

than 30 nm. As the film thickness reaches 1 lm, the lattice

parameter gradually approaches the bulk BiFeO3 value.21

Hence, in highly strained BiFeO3 layers within the multi-

layer, the spiral structure seems to be suppressed.

Previously,7 we have found that the saturation magnet-

ization of the multilayer is substantially larger than that of

the single-phase BiFeO3 and BaTiO3. Hence, the origin of

the enhanced magnetization can be the suppression of the

spiral spin magnetic structure due to high epitaxial strain in

the BiFeO3 layers, which has been debated in the literature

since the work of Wang et al.22 Moreover, as both BiFeO3

and BaTiO3 thin films possess weak net magnetic moments,7

a magnetic interaction between these layers at the interface

may also contribute to the increased magnetic moment in the

multilayers in comparison with the single-phase films.

The effect of strain and interfaces on the magnetoelec-

tric coupling in BiFeO3 was studied for a number of thin

films and multilayers. To this end, a direct longitudinal AC

method was used to measure the ME coefficient aME as a

function of static magnetic field. For details of this method,

see Refs. 7 and 23. From Fig. 3(a), it is clear that aME of the

multilayer is notably larger than that of the thin film. In addi-

tion, the temperature dependence (not shown here) and the

magnetic field dependence of their ME response differ.

While for the multilayer, the ME coefficient increases with

magnetic field and saturates around 4 T, aME for the BiFeO3

film reaches its maximum at 0.5 T with a subsequent

decrease. The reason behind these trends is still unclear and

under investigation. It is worth noting that the aME value and

its behavior in DC magnetic field for the single-phase

BiFeO3 thin film resemble those of BiFeO3/BaTiO3 compos-

ite films grown from mixed phase PLD targets.7 Since the

FIG. 2. (a) NFS time spectra of the

BiFeO3 thin film and (b) 15� [BaTiO3/

BiFeO3] multilayer. The spectra were

recorded at room temperature and zero

external magnetic field. The solid lines

are the model fits of the spectra. (c) and

(d) Schematical representation of the

fitting model for (c) the thin film and

(d) the multilayer. ~m is the magnetic

moment of the BiFeO3 layer(s) and ~k is

the wave vector along the photon beam.
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multilayer additionally contains piezoelectric/piezomagnetic

interfaces, an extra ME coupling in multilayers may occur

via the horizontal interfaces through strain-mediated inter-

face coupling. In this case, upon application of an external

magnetic field, magnetostrictive stress is produced in the

weak ferromagnetic BiFeO3 layer and is transferred to ferro-

electric BaTiO3 layer through the interface, see Fig. 3(b).

This mechanical stress generates an electric potential differ-

ence in the ferroelectric layer via a piezoelectric effect.24

Evidently, two main factors affect ME coupling in the multi-

layer compared to the BiFeO3 single layer: suppression of

the spiral spin structure in highly strained BiFeO3 layers

observed through reorientation and increase of the net mag-

netic moment, and strain-mediated interface coupling via

ferroelectric/multiferroic interfaces.

In conclusion, the local magnetic spin structure of a

BiFeO3 single film and a 15� [BaTiO3/BiFeO3] multilayer

grown epitaxially on SrTiO3 substrates have been studied

using nuclear resonant forward scattering. While the elec-

tronic configuration of the Fe atoms does not undergo sub-

stantial changes, a spin reorientation occurs in the highly

strained BiFeO3 layers within the multilayer compared to the

single film. Furthermore, we correlate the enhanced mag-

netic and magnetoelectric properties observed in the multi-

layers with the suppression of the spiral spin magnetic

structure, which is due to high epitaxial strain in the multi-

layer and interfacial interaction between ferroelectric

BaTiO3 and multiferroic BiFeO3. These multilayer hetero-

structures, consisting of multiferroic and ferroelectric layers,

have promising perspectives due to their tailored properties

(through epitaxial strain and interfacial coupling) and are

good candidates for advanced devices with tunable magneto-

electric functionalities.
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(right).
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